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DEDICATION
This resource is dedicated to those who throw their energy, strength,
and gifts into building thriving communities.
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The work you do creates hope and connection for millions of people every day.
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ABOUT CMX
CMX is a media and training company that helps
organizations build and grow communities of all
shapes and sizes. Since 2014, CMX has served the
community industry with best-in-class content,
training, and workshops.

Our Mission
To organize and equip a global movement of
community professionals, in order to shape a more
connected, collaborative, and compassionate world.

What We Do
We host custom in-house workshops, online training
classes and an annual conference for thousands of
community professionals all over the world. Ready
to build confidence and take your community to the
next level? Email us at info@cmxhub.com.

What We Believe
`` Our communities dictate our identities, beliefs
and actions.
`` Technology has brought on a new era of
human connection and community, the impact
of which we don’t yet fully grasp.
`` Younger generations expect businesses to be
mission driven.
`` Businesses have an unprecedented
opportunity to build communities at scale.
`` Businesses should make money in order to fuel
change, not fuel change to make money.
`` If you want to shape the world, you must shape
the world’s communities.

How to Get Involved
Attend CMX Summit, the largest gathering of community builders in the world, featuring
leaders from organizations like NASA, Burning Man, the FBI, Apple, Airbnb, and Facebook.
Join the free Facebook Group community, where over 5,000 community professionals
come together to share knowledge and support each other.
Explore our case studies, articles, interviews and videos, where we share how the
world’s leading organizations have built their communities
Sign up for a local CMX Series meetup event. Every month, community builders
gather locally to share tips and tricks, hear industry leaders, and swap stories.
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Carrie is Founding Partner and COO of CMX.
She is passionate about giving community
builders the tools they need to succeed inside
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WHAT IS A
COMMUNITY PLATFORM?
First, we must define this key term. A community platform is a piece of software that provides a
“homebase” for your community. It enables your members to meet one another digitally and for you
to analyze the community’s health on the backend and – ideally – connect that health back to your
business’s goals all in one place.
We cover both “owned” platforms in this guide (where you get to own all the data and the experience)
as well as those on other platforms, like Facebook Groups. There are pros and cons to both
approaches. Namely, owned platforms give you control and, likely, SEO power. But if neither of those
are central to your community’s mission, “unowned” solutions like Facebook Groups provide low
barriers to entry and allow you, in many cases, to meet members where they already are.

How to Choose a Community Platform
It sounds so simple. Just pick a platform and run with it.
But the reality is that choosing the right platform is a cumbersome, time-consuming, and opaque process.
We wish we could have written all this as a 1,000-word blog post. But all those “simple” blog posts and
“tools” have probably led you to this point: frustrated or downright confused, needing a strong list of
what’s out there (of course!), but also a structure for selecting the right platform for your community.
You’re not alone in this crazy software selection maze. We’re going to give you a little structure to
guide you through this winding process until you finally reach the finish mark. We’re excited to get
you some clarity.
Consider this your ultimate guidebook to the community platform
world. This won’t give you every last detail you need to finish
your selection process, but what it will do is give you a rock-solid
framework for aligning your team, writing out your technical
requirements, and vetting the plethora of options that await you.
Then the rest of the work is no longer guesswork: it’s clear and
well defined.
Ready? Let’s do this!
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months – of head-scratching work.
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Prep Work: The Questions You Must Ask Yourself
and Your Team
First, make sure you have the answers to these key questions. If you don’t yet have the answers,
now you know what you need to do to move forward. Let’s get to the good stuff:

1

Have you already developed a community or are you starting from scratch?

This is a vital question and is the crux of whether or not a community will be successful.
This platform should not be the start of your community-building efforts and you
shouldn’t expect it to take all the work out of building your community. You should
already have relationships in place before you pick a platform for your community.
As Chris McCann, who runs community for Greylock Partners, explains, “A lot of
people think a community tool will create a community; but the community has to
come first, then the tool second.”

“A lot of people think
a community tool will
create a community;
but the community
has to come first,
then the tool second.”

If you have nothing started, take a step back and begin by building relationships.
How do you build a community from scratch? We’re glad you asked! CMX’s CEO, David Spinks, has written
a handy how-to guide for starting communities.

2

How large do your want your community to be?

Some platforms are great for smaller communities but don’t scale very well. If you plan to have a large
community, find a platform built for a large community or one that can easily scale to accommodate one.
Don’t wait to think about scale now, or you could get roped in to a platform that does not work as you
grow. Many platforms will charge per user or page view (we try to note that wherever possible), so beware of
quickly rising costs!
However, if you plan to keep your community small and/or private, you can typically
opt for something less pricey and complex.
Here, for ease of discussion, we will define small communities as less than 500
members. Medium size is 500-5,000. Large communities are anything beyond that.

3

SMALL: < 500 Members
MEDIUM: 500–5,000 Members
LARGE: > 5,000 Members

What organizational need will your community serve?

If you haven’t determined this, come to a screeching halt and decide now. This will determine the value of
your community, your budget decisions, and what features you need.
The simple SPACE model will provide the guidance you need.

4

What do you think community members will do on this platform?

What do they need to be able to do to make this valuable for your organization?
Is it enough to just have a message board? How important is it that your members can post pictures,
follow each other, post polls, or engage in other community interactions?
Later, you will need to rank the importance of each activity (before the platform companies try to sell you
on how necessary all their features are!), so start this discussion now in an open-ended fashion and get
more clarity and priority as you delve into specifics.
The CMX Guide to Community Platforms, 2nd edition
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What is your budget?

Some of these platforms are awe-inspiring, full of bells and whistles and sentiment analysis tools to
boot, but they can be very expensive. This is especially true of enterprise-level platforms. Budget can
(and should) be a determining factor in what you’re able to buy. Sit down with your team to talk about
budget. Pick a low-end number and a high-end number.
Remember to consider the value and ROI of these tools. If your goal is to reduce customer churn by
10% with a community platform, what is that worth to you?
This is a complex topic we won’t address any further here. Interested in learning more about how to
determine community’s value? Read the 2017 Community Value and Metrics Report, where we break
down how over 500 community builders measure their community’s value.

6

How important is privacy?

Some communities must be extremely secure, and others are actually better off being open. Some
platforms give you options and degrees of privacy, others don’t. If privacy is a key factor, you’ll whittle
down your options right off the bat, and that’s a big time-saver.

7

How technical are you? If not at all, do you have technical resources on
your team?

If you have technical know-how, you can run any of these platforms. If you don’t, it’s a different story.
Some require extensive knowledge, and you may need an IT team or group of developers to run them.
Others have open-source versions and become free or extremely cost-efficient if you run that version
with an in-house team of developers. Some are not as powerful unless you have a developer who can
extend the platform beyond the basics.

8

How easy is it to leave the platform?

There may come a day when the platform you pick is no longer a match, most
likely because the business reason for your community’s existence shifts. This
happens in over 40% of communities, so it’s not unusual and you should be
ready for it.
Community builder Patrick O’Keefe explains, “If you can’t easily export your
community data at your own discretion, you aren’t hosting anything. You are playing
in someone else’s sandbox. Don’t allow your hosted community to be locked into a
provider like that.”

“If you can’t easily export
your community data at
your own discretion, you
aren’t hosting anything.
You are playing in
someone else’s sandbox.
Don’t allow your hosted
community to be locked
into a provider like that.”

“Smaller organizations will want to pay attention to how the data is exported, as well,”
Patrick cautions. “Can you use the format? Big companies have big budgets and can
pay programmers to import the data into their new software. Smaller organizations
might not have that ability.”

The CMX Guide to Community Platforms, 2nd edition
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The CMX Community Platform Selection Process &
Review Sheet
Now we get into the details of the selection process using a spreadsheet to capture our work.
You should customize your review sheet and process to fit your company’s unique culture, needs,
stakeholders and business processes.
However, let this process and review sheet be a solid, tested template for you as you move forward.

The Community Platform Selection Process

Prep work (All done!)

List and prioritize all platform
needs based on business needs

Weigh all priorities given your
research and check off which
platforms meet each need

Start vendor calls and get on the
phone with platforms you can’t
gather all the information for yet

1
2

Discuss and decide
business needs internally

4

Start a “long list” of community
platforms, using this resource as a guide

6

Create a list of 5-6 platforms that
remain (this is your “short list”)

8

Weigh the remaining factors to make
your final decision (negotiate if needed)

3

5

7

10
The Community Platform Selection Review Sheet
Now that you’ve done all this reflecting, you need to put your thoughts into some sort of visual format
that makes comparison easy. We’ve created a spreadsheet for you as a template to get you started.
Here’s how it works.
Make a copy of the below spreadsheet.
Discuss your priorities with your team (Step 2). In the tab titled “Your Priorities,” put an X in the boxes that
are important to your team.
Next (Step 3), begin to fill in the “Platform Long List” tab. Along the left side, list all the priorities you
decided on. In Column B, rank them from 1-3 in terms of importance. A “3” is the most important and
should be reserved for priorities that are non-negotiable.
Now that the foundational work is done, it is time to go through this guide and proceed to Step 4, where
you’ll go through the platforms available and place a “1” in the row to indicate if they meet the given
priority and a “0” if they do not meet the given priority. At the end, the spreadsheet will weigh the priorities
and give you an overall “score” that will show you the platforms that most closely meet your most
important needs.
In Step 5, you’ll take the 5-6 platforms with the highest scores and put them into the “Short List Platform
Overview” tab with foundational details like setup time, cost, website, and more. Now you can reach out
to those companies and begin speaking with salespeople, knowing confidently what your needs are.
Do not reach out to salespeople until you have done all the steps above! This is key.
If you do, you will be sold to. It’s their job to sell you on their feature
sets. It’s your job to lead that conversation with the features that are
vital to you and not be swayed by the flashy, frivolous stuff (unless
it’s on your list of technical requirements).
You can then take all this research back to your team to make a final
decision and sign contracts and begin onboarding.
Don’t take this decision lightly. The wrong decision can cost you
hundreds of thousands to millions of dollars over the course of a
community’s lifetime.

Feeling lost again?
Send us an email at info@cmxhub.com
and let us know you’d like help. We offer
a platform selection service that will
give you a shortlist of options to choose
from and let you skip straight to Step 7,
cutting out weeks – or even months –
of head-scratching work.

Okay, let’s go!

GRAB A REVIEW SHEET TEMPLATE AND MAKE A COPY NOW

The CMX Guide to Community Platforms, 2nd edition
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Community Platforms We Discuss and Why
Before you begin diving in to all the options out there, we want to be clear about what options we are covering.
We do not cover here every single platform that will help you in launching a digital strategy. That is far beyond the
scope of this guide.
That’s why we don’t include great software like Intercom (for customer support and engagement), Muut (for
commenting within a website and making that site more “social”), or email newsletter software (for sending oneway communication to an audience of readers).
Instead, all of these platforms are:
MORE THAN TWO-WAY: We’re talking about “homes” for your community, where people can form relationships
with other members in the community, not just two-way communication tools like email and surveys.
ADVANCED: We did, in fact, purposefully leave some platforms out of this guide. Some of them have not been
updated in years and others are just not yet ready for primetime. We include a lot of options here, but even still, we
only include those that we would personally recommend.
EXTENSIBLE: We are starting with the most general community platforms here. There are specific community
platforms for university alumni, learning communities, hyper-specific types of associations, and more. This is a guide
for all types of community platforms, and if your community falls into one of the previous buckets, you should do
more research into your space after surveying this guide.

Breaking Down Community Platform Types
In this resource, we break our analysis of community platforms into two major categories: specialized and
enterprise-level.
Specialized platforms are the community platforms that best serve primarily one of the business values that
community can drive. Before picking any platform, you need to understand the business value that your
community currently serves or will serve after it launches.
If there is one thing we’ve learned working with our members over the last three years, it is this: Don’t launch
until you understand why you’re doing so from a business/organizational perspective. You can learn more about
that with CMX’s SPACE Model.
Enterprise-Level platforms are community platforms that can serve multiple
business values (at least two). We did not want to pigeonhole them into
any one category. These platforms can tie into many different business
processes, from sales (acquisition) to support to product feedback. These are
more general platforms that usually better serve more mature communities or
companies with needs that span beyond one department.
We got an insider tip from someone who’s negotiated with all of the most
popular enterprise platforms: “You can negotiate a better deal at the end of
the fiscal quarter (especially at the end of the year). They will often give you a
break if you’re willing to do co-marketing, customer testimonials, and sweeten
the deal in other ways. They’ll usually knock some money off the price.”

The CMX Guide to Community Platforms, 2nd edition
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Specialized Platform Breakdown:

PRODUCT

SUPPORT/SUCCESS
These platforms are primarily
built to create support
community that connects
existing customers to
one another to better use your
product or service.

These platforms serve the
main function of gathering
customer feedback, ideas, and
reports and eliciting the power
of the crowd to move them up
the chain.

ACQUISITION
& ADVOCACY
These platforms give
community builders a space
to create clear advocacy and
ambassador programs that
fuel marketing goals.

CONTENT
Content is broken into the following based on the architecture of the content and programming
you are attempting to build:
Q&A
A content platform where there is
a supply and demand of people
asking questions and other
members responding in kind

NETWORKS
Looser communities organized by
interest or goal

SMALL GROUPS
Great for close-knit communities
co-creating content together

ENGAGEMENT
Engagement is broken into the following:
ASSOCIATIONS
A very specific use-case for
member-based organizations

OFFLINE
Platforms for organizing and
distributing offline events

FORUMS
Your old-school but still aliveand-well concept of community,
threaded forums

NON-PROFITS & MOVEMENTS
Platforms geared toward action,
especially fundraising or sparking
social movements

The CMX Guide to Community Platforms, 2nd edition
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Plugins that can be added to
existing sites to make them more
like social networks and inject a
social experience
INTERNAL
Platforms created for employee
engagement inside companies
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SUPPORT/
SUCCESS

SUPPORT/SUCCESS
SUPPORT/SUCCESS

PRODUCT

ACQUISITION
& ADVOCACY

Sprinklr Community
Zendesk

CONTENT

Q&A

Networks

Small Groups

ENGAGEMENT

Associations

Forums

Internal

Offline

Nonprofits &
Movements

Social Website

ENTERPRISE
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Support/Success > Sprinklr

Sprinklr Community
www.sprinklr.com/community

PREDOMINANT USE CASE
Customer-to-customer support community

Feature Overview
COST

Pricing shifts depending on your needs, customizations, and size, but it
works similar to enterprise-level pricing (in the $10,000/year+ range).

SETUP TIME

Minutes to hours
 Social knowledge base
 Easily customizable to match
company branding

KEY FEATURES

 Private communities, content
categories, and conversations
 Private internal notes on
conversations and ability to
route issues to your team

MISSING FEATURES

 Ability to create custom content
and user filters around various
metrics
 Basic gamification features
 Available integrations with
Zendesk, JIRA, and more

 Customizable widgets

TECHNICAL KNOWLEDGE NEEDED?

Low

ANALYTICS CAPABILITIES

Yes

IDEAL COMMUNITY SIZE?

Any size

EXAMPLES

Gainsight, Service Rocket, Aero Hive

Testimonials
David Derington
Manager of Success for Administrators, Gainsight
“Through Sprinklr Community, Gainsight was able to surpass its customer service goals. Response times were cut down
by over 50 hours, while engagement spiked to 20% among Community users. We recognize that our Community is so
valuable, and we want to engage with our Community users even more. We want to open up a dialogue with them — not
just for their problems, but also for their needs — and close that gap in a safe and open place.”

 Download Sheet
The CMX Guide to Community Platforms, 2nd edition
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Support/Success > Zendesk

Zendesk
www.zendesk.com/help-center/community-software

PREDOMINANT USE CASE
Social support that integrates with other internal processes

Feature Overview
COST

Starts at $5/admin per month, up to $199/admin per month

SETUP TIME

Hours to days
 Live customer chat
 Support ticket system

KEY FEATURES

 Text, talk, email support options
 Knowledge base
 Feedback forums
 No CRM

MISSING FEATURES

 Private community and cannot be made public
 No anonymous posting

TECHNICAL KNOWLEDGE NEEDED?

Low

ANALYTICS CAPABILITIES

Built-in analytics

IDEAL COMMUNITY SIZE?

Small to large

EXAMPLES

Airbnb, Box, Groupon

 Download Sheet
The CMX Guide to Community Platforms, 2nd edition
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PRODUCT

SUPPORT/SUCCESS

CMNTY Platform

PRODUCT

Uservoice

ACQUISITION
& ADVOCACY

CONTENT

Q&A

Networks

Small Groups

ENGAGEMENT

Associations

Forums

Internal

Offline

Nonprofits &
Movements

Social Website

ENTERPRISE
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Product > CMNTY

CMNTY Platform
www.CMNTY.com

PREDOMINANT USE CASE
All-in-one solution for building online communities around content and product development

Feature Overview
COST

From $99/mo. (plan structure)

SETUP TIME

Hours

KEY FEATURES

 8 Interactive modules: Journal,
Blog, Challenge, Chat, Forum,
News, Questionnaire, Stepboard
 Gamification & built-in webshop

 Mobile view
 19 supported languages
 Full API support

 Powerful Analytics
MISSING FEATURES

 Currently, the questionnaire doesn’t allow anonymous postings.

TECHNICAL KNOWLEDGE NEEDED?

Low to Medium

ANALYTICS CAPABILITIES

Google Analytics, Exporting, Integrated Quantitative & Qualitative
analytics, Emotion Analysis

IDEAL COMMUNITY SIZE?

From 10 members to up to 500,000 members.

EXAMPLES

Orc International, Lufthansa

Testimonials
Jennifer Adams

Markus Eichel

Senior Vice President Communities
at ORC International

Lufthansa

“While CMNTY lets us do all of the customization
we want in terms of how our community looks and
what it offers, the fact that I can bring on
non-techies and they can do almost everything
without me is allowing us to go into the marketplace
with a totally unique proposition (our digital hives)
and distinguish ourselves in the field.”

“We knew that the platform was going to be used by
‘digital natives’ who were constantly on their phones
as well as employees who didn’t necessarily use
mobile devices on a daily basis. I have to say that
everyone liked the CMNTY Platform from the start
because it was clean, simple, and intuitive. Additionally,
members felt that their contributions were worthwhile,
and that, through the platform, they had access to get
their ideas and opinions in front of top-management.”

 Download Sheet
The CMX Guide to Community Platforms, 2nd edition
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Product > Uservoice

Uservoice
www.uservoice.com

PREDOMINANT USE CASE
Crowdsourcing product feedback and ideas to deliver data-backed product insights

Feature Overview
COST

Starts at $199 / month

SETUP TIME

Hours to days
 Feedback polls

KEY FEATURES

 Product roadmap prioritization view
 Support widget on any webpages
 Embeds directly in your web or mobile app.

MISSING FEATURES

 No central gathering hub for your community; this is about gaining
and aggregating insights

TECHNICAL KNOWLEDGE NEEDED?

Some knowledge needed to get the most out of the software

ANALYTICS CAPABILITIES

Analytics optimized for your product teams

IDEAL COMMUNITY SIZE?

Any size

EXAMPLES

City of Vancouver, Weather.com, Buffer

Testimonials
Jessica Malnik
Community Manager at Dynamite Circle
“UserVoice is not great as a standalone community. However, it performs great as a subsection of a community when
it comes to sorting feature requests. It’s really easy to set-up, [it gauges] overall interest (via votes and comments), [has]
decent analytics, and integrates nicely with other web apps (such as Salesforce).”

 Download Sheet
The CMX Guide to Community Platforms, 2nd edition
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ACQUISITION
& ADVOCACY
Ambassador
Influitive

SUPPORT/SUCCESS

PRODUCT

ACQUISITION
& ADVOCACY

CONTENT

Q&A

Networks

Small Groups

ENGAGEMENT

Associations

Forums

Internal

Offline

Nonprofits &
Movements

Social Website

ENTERPRISE
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Acquisition & Advocacy > Ambassador

Ambassador
www.getambassador.com

PREDOMINANT USE CASE
Referral marketing platform that drives and manages word of mouth referrals

Feature Overview
COST

Starts at $400/month for 1,000 ambassadors

SETUP TIME

Hours, though white label options take longer to customize (days)
 Identify and segment potential ambassadors

KEY FEATURES

 Custom reporting and analytics
 Native mobile function

MISSING FEATURES

 Feedback management
 Loyalty program

TECHNICAL KNOWLEDGE NEEDED?

Low

ANALYTICS CAPABILITIES

Customized reporting and analytics

IDEAL COMMUNITY SIZE?

Small to large

EXAMPLES

Hulu, Sage, Sunpower

 Download Sheet
The CMX Guide to Community Platforms, 2nd edition
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Acquisition & Advocacy > Influitive

Influitive
www.influitive.com

PREDOMINANT USE CASE
An advocate marketing platform that enables companies to activate customer advocates at scale

Feature Overview
COST

Starting at $2,250 per month*
Prices based on an annual subscription. Additional options and packages available.

*

SETUP TIME

Two weeks or longer depending on configuration, integrations, etc.
 Complete referral management
 Segmentation by advocate personas

KEY FEATURES

MISSING FEATURES

 Integrations with Salesforce, Hootsuite, marketing automation
platforms, reward fulfillment providers, reference management tools,
and more
 Reporting is done through looker inside the product, but you
currently cannot export actual reports (some things are possible to
export such as challenges)
 When you invite people and they don’t join right away, it’s difficult to
resend an invite

TECHNICAL KNOWLEDGE NEEDED?

None/low

ANALYTICS CAPABILITIES

Pre-designed reports

IDEAL COMMUNITY SIZE?

Mid to large sized communities

EXAMPLES

Quickbase, MongoDB, On24

 Download Sheet
The CMX Guide to Community Platforms, 2nd edition
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CONTENT >
Q&A

SUPPORT/SUCCESS

PRODUCT

ACQUISITION
& ADVOCACY

Question Pro
CONTENT

Switchboard
Q&A
Q&A

Networks

Small Groups

ENGAGEMENT

Associations

Forums

Internal

Offline

Nonprofits &
Movements

Social Website

ENTERPRISE
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Content > Q&A > Question Pro

Question Pro
www.questionpro.com

PREDOMINANT USE CASE
Online survey software

Feature Overview
COST

From free to $75 / month for individuals and small orgs, custom pricing
for enterprise level, special pricing for academic and non-profits

SETUP TIME

Minutes to hours to set up a basic survey

KEY FEATURES

 CRM

 Surveys and polls

 Emailability

 Live chats and forums

 Integrated with social media

 Gamification and rewards

 User interface is not always intuitive
MISSING FEATURES

 Not fully customizable with reports
 Must pay for advanced features

TECHNICAL KNOWLEDGE NEEDED?

Low

ANALYTICS CAPABILITIES

Advanced analytics including grouping, cross tab, drill down, TURF,
CHAID, and GAP analytics

IDEAL COMMUNITY SIZE?

Small to large

EXAMPLES
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Content > Q&A > Switchboard

Switchboard
www.switchboardhq.com

PREDOMINANT USE CASE
Student and alumni engagement network software

Feature Overview
COST

Free for small communities, annual subscription for large communities

SETUP TIME

A few days

KEY FEATURES

 Mobile and desktop optimized

 Donation capabilities

 User moderation

 In-app message

 Stats dashboard
MISSING FEATURES

 Custom domains
 Customizable appearance

TECHNICAL KNOWLEDGE NEEDED?

Low

ANALYTICS CAPABILITIES

Statistics dashboard to monitor user activity

IDEAL COMMUNITY SIZE?

Medium to large

EXAMPLES

Antioch College, Willamete University, University of Portland
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Content > Networks > Facebook Groups

Facebook Groups
groups.fb.com

PREDOMINANT USE CASE
Quick, free communities that live inside of Facebook (meeting people “where they are”)

Feature Overview
COST

Free

SETUP TIME

Minutes

KEY FEATURES

 Pin posts

 Multiple admins

 Group events

 Basic moderation of content

 Various privacy levels
 Email newsletter
MISSING FEATURES

 Can’t migrate users or data to other systems
 Group newsfeeds can’t be curated beyond 1 pinned post

TECHNICAL KNOWLEDGE NEEDED?

Low

ANALYTICS CAPABILITIES

Sparse unless you use a third party app, like Grytics or Community
Analytics

IDEAL COMMUNITY SIZE?

Small to large

EXAMPLES

CMX Hub
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Content > Networks > Mighty Networks

Mighty Networks
www.mightynetworks.com

PREDOMINANT USE CASE
Mobile-first community platform for groups formed around identities and interests

Feature Overview
COST

Free forever for an unlimited number of members. Additional features
start at $79/month. Professional and Enterprise levels also available.

SETUP TIME

Minutes to set up basic account. Up to 48 hours for native app to appear
in app store.

KEY FEATURES

 Ambassador program

 Groups for chapters or classes

 Polls and questions

 Search and discovery

 Posts and events

 Personalized activity feeds

 Private messaging

MISSING FEATURES

 Doesn’t have full feature parity between the web and native
mobile apps.
 Extremely limited APIs and no SDK. Both will be available in 2017.

TECHNICAL KNOWLEDGE NEEDED?

Low

ANALYTICS CAPABILITIES

Member activity, post activity, and overview data, available on a host
analytics dashboard.

IDEAL COMMUNITY SIZE?

Small to large

EXAMPLES

Hairbrained, Beyond Type 1, Gretchen Rubin’s Better,
Inspire Photographers Network

Testimonials
Daniela Governatori
Head of Community & User Insights at ShopStyle
“We use Mighty Networks for our power user community. Not only is it aesthetically pleasing and customizable to our
brand, but it ticks all the boxes for the personal touches that encourage a community to thrive: welcome hosts, ask them
to introduce themselves, meet people with similar interests as theirs, create profiles, etc. It’s mobile web compatible,
super clean layout, great reporting, DM-ing, custom landing pages, and easy to use. Our community is ~500 users in the
ecommerce space. Oh...and it’s free! No drawbacks really--although I have heard from a few users that the UX is a bit
difficult at first, but once you play around with it, it’s pretty intuitive.”
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Content > Networks > Mobilize

Mobilize
www.mobilize.io

PREDOMINANT USE CASE
Mobile app and desktop platform for sending and tracking all your group communications from one place

Feature Overview
COST

Free for up to 100 contacts, scales to $225+ / month for large
organizations

SETUP TIME

Hours

KEY FEATURES

MISSING FEATURES

 Private messaging

 Search capabilities

 Forums

 Member directory

 Sending files

 SMS

 Content management
 Social media integration

TECHNICAL KNOWLEDGE NEEDED?

Low

ANALYTICS CAPABILITIES

Track member growth, post activity, engagement rates, most engaged
groups, and most active members

IDEAL COMMUNITY SIZE?

Small to large

EXAMPLES

Google Developers, Prezi, Looker
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Content > Small Groups > GroupAhead

GroupAhead
www.groupahead.com

PREDOMINANT USE CASE
Personal mobile apps for your community

Feature Overview
COST

Starts at $444/year for 50 members, up to $1199/year for 2500 members.
Custom pricing above that available.

SETUP TIME

< 24 hours for a trial app, < 1 week for full submission and approval in the
Apple App Store & Google Play Store
 Dedicated, fully branded
smartphone & tablet app:
submitted to the App Store &
Play Store for you using their
developer credentials, but can use
your credentials upon request

KEY FEATURES

 Fully closed and private (only
approved members can enter
the app)
 Create posts for discussion
 Can be limited so only admins
can create posts
 Calendar of events, with RSVPs
and automatic reminders

 Customizable member
directory
 Private messaging
 Private subgroups
 Ability to collect payments inapp (via Stripe)
 Embed unlimited additional
custom content or weblinks in
the app’s upper-right menu
 Ability to connect to a central
member database
 Video support
 Search

 Desktop access (though admins have a web-based admin dashboard)
MISSING FEATURES

 No “sub-boards” for separate topics (there’s only one “Posts” tab that
holds all posts to keep the app as simple to use as possible)

TECHNICAL KNOWLEDGE NEEDED?

Low

ANALYTICS CAPABILITIES

Aggregate activity, Weekly uniques, RSVP reports, New installers reports,
Custom reports available upon request
100 to 3,000 members

IDEAL COMMUNITY SIZE?

Greater than 3,000 members is doable, but tends to get very noisy; however, there’s
an option to only allow admins to create posts, which effectively makes the app
announcements-only (which works for some communities).

EXAMPLES

Porsche Club of America, Breakout, Prison Wives
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Content > Small Groups > GroupAhead

GroupAhead
www.groupahead.com

Testimonials
Christie Carpenter
Executive Director of Georgia Funeral Directors Association
“We needed an app that could function like a social media site, but also offer more privacy for our members. We had
used a couple social media sites in the past, but our members were frustrated by the inability to separate professional
socializing and their personal socializing online. GroupAhead not only met GFDA’s need for privacy, but also exceeded our
expectations by offering event reminders, in-app payments, and a messaging feature. Our members love using our app to
stay in touch with each other and their industry.”

Joshua Woolard
Director of Recruitment for Delta Tau Delta
“Our organization struggled with communication due to multiple social media platforms getting in our way. With this
personalized app, our chapter communication has been unified under one roof and has made every member’s lives easier
to navigate within the fraternity. 10/10, would recommend to any chapter.”
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Content > Small Groups > Minsh

Minsh
www.minsh.com

PREDOMINANT USE CASE
Personal app and website for your community

Feature Overview
COST

Starting at $49 / month for up to 10,000 users

SETUP TIME

Similar to GroupAhead (< 24 hours for a trial app, < 1 week for full
submission and approval in the Apple App Store & Google Play Store)

KEY FEATURES

 IM

 Member directory

 Group messaging

 Integrate website, promotions, etc.

 Email from platform

 Branded app in app store

 Live calendar for group events
MISSING FEATURES

 In-app payment
 Live analytics

TECHNICAL KNOWLEDGE NEEDED?

Low

ANALYTICS CAPABILITIES

Some analytics after the fact, but not in real time

IDEAL COMMUNITY SIZE?

Dozens to hundreds

EXAMPLES

Microsoft Accelerator, TechStars, Swissnex India
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Content > Small Groups > Spot.IM

Spot.IM
www.spot.im

PREDOMINANT USE CASE
Turns your existing website into a mini-social network

Feature Overview
COST

Not available outside beta currently

SETUP TIME

Hours

KEY FEATURES

 Social reviews

 Newsfeed

 Live blogging

 Comments

 Notifications

 Mobile SDK

 CRM
MISSING FEATURES

 Full standalone platform
 Email capabilities

TECHNICAL KNOWLEDGE NEEDED?

Mid level knowledge needed to implement the widget on your existing
site

ANALYTICS CAPABILITIES

Not built in

IDEAL COMMUNITY SIZE?

Medium to large

EXAMPLES

The Next Web, Forbes, Inc.
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Engagement > Associations > AppZocial

AppZocial
www.Appzocial.com

PREDOMINANT USE CASE
App-based communities

Feature Overview
COST

$6,000 to $36,000 annually

SETUP TIME

2 to 4 weeks

KEY FEATURES

MISSING FEATURES

 Privately branded/White
Labeled and Mobile Native
(Android and iOS)

 In app modules that connect to
any external url

 Intuitive and simple UI with
full slate of community
features (General feed,
member profiles, private
chat, sub-groups, events,
membership cards, etc.)

 No technical expertise required,
SAAS model

 No web based user portal

 Limited linking capabilities
in events

 Android and iOS only

 Custom build add on capability

 Open API and integration with
other social networks
 Full admin portal

TECHNICAL KNOWLEDGE NEEDED?

Low, no technical knowledge is required

ANALYTICS CAPABILITIES

Extensive, all user activity and demographic information is tracked and can
be linked or downloaded to a third party member management system
through open API

IDEAL COMMUNITY SIZE?

Unlimited, though the lower the number the more intense/frequent the
community should be

EXAMPLES

Triple Threat Academy, METal International, St. John’s University

Testimonials
Jeff Blair
Team Dangerous
“Team Dangerous is a community of fitness enthusiasts that want to connect with other enthusiasts on fitness related
topics, fitness events, physical challenges and social events. Through the AppZocial platform Team Dangerous now can
connect our community virtually across the US and around the globe. We are early stage, but have traction plans for
millions of users. AppZocial allowed us to get our App in the market quickly and cost effectively in a way that we can
grow together. AppZocial has allowed us to dedicate very little of our capital (both time and money) on technology at this
early stage so that we can focus on user traction. The UI is sharp and very flexible to meet our specific needs. AppZocial
demands user feedback from us so that they can continually improve the platform. The only drawback I have experienced
is that AppZocial is so responsive to making changes and enhancements to the platform, that my colleagues get shocked
when one out of ten times the answer is that the requested enhancement needs to be part of the future road map.”
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Engagement > Associations > Rasa.io

Rasa.io
www.rasa.io

PREDOMINANT USE CASE
Association community platform

Feature Overview
COST

Starts at $175 / month, scales to $1099+ / month

SETUP TIME

Hours to Days

KEY FEATURES

 Custom content feed for each
user based on AI tech

 Member directory

 Events

 Metrics

 Custom branding

 Open source API
 Private messaging
 Dues management
MISSING FEATURES

 Fundraising
 Website management

TECHNICAL KNOWLEDGE NEEDED?

Low

ANALYTICS CAPABILITIES

Basic analytics about individual users

IDEAL COMMUNITY SIZE?

Small to large

EXAMPLES
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Engagement > Associations > Your Membership

Your Membership
www.yourmembership.com

PREDOMINANT USE CASE
Automated membership software for associations

Feature Overview

COST

Tens of thousands to hundreds of thousands per year according to
our best sources, however Your Membership does not release this
information, so these fees may be more or less and may not include set
up and implementation costs.

SETUP TIME

Weeks to months including customization and design

KEY FEATURES

 Website design + hosting

 Email marketing

 Create chapter and
committee groups

 Dues management

 Member profiles

 Ecommerce

 Event management

 Track CEU’s
 Cumbersome interface
MISSING FEATURES

 International features (time and date format, translation, etc.)
 Various reports about customer service difficulties

TECHNICAL KNOWLEDGE NEEDED?

Mid to high, though a lot of support is offered

ANALYTICS CAPABILITIES

Analytics dashboard with member activity, organizational reports,
community participation metrics

IDEAL COMMUNITY SIZE?

Large

EXAMPLES

NASCLA, Alliance of Arizona Nonprofits, Texas Public Health Association
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Engagement > Forums > bbPress

bbPress
www.bbpress.org

PREDOMINANT USE CASE
Free Wordpress-integrated forums

Feature Overview
COST

FREE. It’s an open-source plugin.

SETUP TIME

A few minutes (but you need to have a WordPress site already)
 Ease of use

KEY FEATURES

 Simple forum look and feel
 Additional plugins add more features

MISSING FEATURES

 Not mobile-optimized

TECHNICAL KNOWLEDGE NEEDED?

Low to mid depending on your familiarity with Wordpress plugins and
how much you want to customize

ANALYTICS CAPABILITIES

Not built in, but might be able to add with custom code

IDEAL COMMUNITY SIZE?

Small because moderation queue quickly becomes unwieldy

EXAMPLES

Angry Birds Nest Forum, Wp Candy
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Engagement > Forums > Discourse

Discourse
www.discourse.org

PREDOMINANT USE CASE
Open-source community platform for discussions

Feature Overview
COST

Free, or monthly hosting plans at $100, $200, to enterprise

SETUP TIME

30 minutes

KEY FEATURES

 Real time updates

 Tablet

 Comprehensive email in and
out integration

 100% open source community

 Mobile

MISSING FEATURES

 Threaded conversations
 Participation without registering

TECHNICAL KNOWLEDGE NEEDED?

Low

ANALYTICS CAPABILITIES

Basic visual analytics, advanced analytics with Data Explorer Plugin (SQL
queries against live database)

IDEAL COMMUNITY SIZE?

Small to Large

EXAMPLES

Boing Boing BBS, Turtle Rock Studios, How To Geek

Testimonials
Sarah Hawk
Head of Community at FeverBee
“I began my Discourse journey in 2014 with the migration of SitePoint – a large developer community – from vBulletin.
We moved ~280k active accounts and five years’ worth of posts. The migration was complicated, but the outcome was
incredibly positive and the community continues to thrive several years on. A confirmed fan, I have since moved two other
established communities onto the platform. Team Discourse have since refined the process and migration scripts now
exist for most of the main forum platforms. Discourse is a highly customizable platform, with a clean, modern UI and the
support of a strong developer community.”
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Engagement > Forums > Forumbee

Forumbee
www.forumbee.com

PREDOMINANT USE CASE
Modern community platform for customer and employee engagement

Feature Overview
COST

$99 - $399 /month

SETUP TIME

Minutes to get started. A few hours to customize all features. Enterprise
white-label customization 2-3 weeks.

KEY FEATURES

MISSING FEATURES

 Forums

 Member leaderboard

 Q&A

 Modern design and simple UI

 Ideas exchange

 Built-in themes

 Knowledge base
 Events calendars

 Fully tailored design and
branding available

 Tags

 Custom fields

 Instant search

 @mentions

 Private messaging/chat

 Mobile responsive

 Embed video from Wistia,
Youtube, Vimeo

 Configurable security groups
and roles

 Image viewer

 Control access by email domain

 File attachments

 Request to join option

 Slack and Zendesk integration

 Moderation queue

 Single Sign-On

 Spam filtering

 Gamification
 Public API (all coming soon)

TECHNICAL KNOWLEDGE NEEDED?

Low

ANALYTICS CAPABILITIES

Activity trend charts, Question answer rate, Discussion reply rate,
Feedback burndown chart, Text analysis, Visitor map, Google Analytics
integration

IDEAL COMMUNITY SIZE?

Small to Large

EXAMPLES

Pyramid Analytics, Segment, Panasonic
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Engagement > Forums > Forumbee

Forumbee
www.forumbee.com

Testimonials
Lance Spitzner
Director, SANS Securing the Human Company at SANS Institute
“I’m an absolute fan of Forumbee, not only because of the amazing technology but the extremely responsive and helpful
people that support it. We use Forumbee to host an extremely active community of over 1,000 people. Forumbee
provides just the functionality we need with a dead simple interface for administration. Our community members love the
technology and we continue to grow.”

David Jay
Founder and CEO at Agree.com
“Forumbee has been the perfect community platform for Agree.com. The customized look matches our app perfectly and
with “single sign-on” and Slack integration we are able to easily stay connected to the community we serve and continue
to build healthy relationships with thousands of photographers around the world.”
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Engagement > Forums > Invision Power Forums

Invision Power Forums
www.invisionpower.com/features/apps/

PREDOMINANT USE CASE
Simple, basic forum software for communities

Feature Overview
COST

$30 - $590 / month for cloud based, $175+ / month for self-hosted,
$850+ / month for enterprise options

SETUP TIME

A few hours to a few weeks

KEY FEATURES

 Polls

 Points

 Social sign-on

 Easy to customize and beautify
for amateurs or developers

 Automatic video and image
detection
MISSING FEATURES

 @ replying

TECHNICAL KNOWLEDGE NEEDED?

Mid-level knowledge to install and high-level to do custom developing
with it

ANALYTICS CAPABILITIES

Integrates with Google Analytics, nothing beyond that

IDEAL COMMUNITY SIZE?

Small and large because it can quickly be set up in the cloud or expanded
for a cost

EXAMPLES

Evernote, FindLaw
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Engagement > Forums > My BB

My BB
www.mybb.com

PREDOMINANT USE CASE
Free, open source forum software

Feature Overview
COST

Free

SETUP TIME

Minutes

KEY FEATURES

 Easy to use

 Newsletter feature

 Lots of plugins available (and
open source to create your
own)

 Private messaging

 Calendars and events
MISSING FEATURES

 Theme editor
 Moderation tools

 Updated look and feel

TECHNICAL KNOWLEDGE NEEDED?

Low

ANALYTICS CAPABILITIES

None, can integrate with Google Analytics

IDEAL COMMUNITY SIZE?

Small to large

EXAMPLES

Myskins.org, Hackforums.net
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Engagement > Forums > Nodebb

Nodebb
www.nodebb.org

PREDOMINANT USE CASE
Next generation forum software

Feature Overview
COST

Ranges from $100-$750/ month with additional paid add-ons

SETUP TIME

Hours

KEY FEATURES

 Real-time streaming

 Internationalization

 Mobile responsive

 SEO

 Social integration
MISSING FEATURES

 Custom theming is an additional cost
 Email alerts

TECHNICAL KNOWLEDGE NEEDED?

Low

ANALYTICS CAPABILITIES

Analytics built in

IDEAL COMMUNITY SIZE?

Medium to large

EXAMPLES

Page Cloud, f.lux, Adult Swim
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Engagement > Forums > Vbulletin

Vbulletin
www.vbulletin.com

PREDOMINANT USE CASE
One of the oldest and most robust forum software packages available

Feature Overview
From $249: self-hosted license
COST

From $14.99/mo: SaaS
SETUP TIME

Hours
 Robust user and content management

KEY FEATURES

 Own active community
 Third party add-ons
 Can’t make it feel modern and streamlined even with custom themes

MISSING FEATURES

 Add-ons available only for the on-premise version
 Documentation is hard to navigate
No technical knowledge required for opening and managing a vBulletinhosted forum.

TECHNICAL KNOWLEDGE NEEDED?

Basic hosting knowledge required for opening a self-hosted version.
HTML/CSS and PHP knowledge required for customization and
developing mods.

ANALYTICS CAPABILITIES

Post count

IDEAL COMMUNITY SIZE?

Hundreds or thousands

EXAMPLES

Steam, Houston Texans, Flyertalk
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Engagement > Forums > wpforo

wpforo
www.wpforo.com

PREDOMINANT USE CASE
Wordpress Forum Plugin

Feature Overview
COST

Free, some free and some paid add-ons

SETUP TIME

Minutes, assuming you already have Wordpress installed

KEY FEATURES

MISSING FEATURES

 Mobile-friendly

 Hierarchy and moderation

 Theme API

 Customizable look

 Member ratings and badges

 Usergroups and permissions

 Not a standalone option
 No analytics

TECHNICAL KNOWLEDGE NEEDED?

Low to mid depending on customization needs

ANALYTICS CAPABILITIES

None built in

IDEAL COMMUNITY SIZE?

Small to large

EXAMPLES
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Engagement > Forums > Xenforo

Xenforo
www.xenforo.com

PREDOMINANT USE CASE
Community forum software

Feature Overview
COST

Starts at $120 for a 12 month license, with various feature addons

SETUP TIME

With engineering know-how, hours. Up to a few weeks with
customizations.

KEY FEATURES

 Activity stream

 SEO built in

 Customizable

 Built-in badges

 Huge number of add-ons
 Not easy to customize
MISSING FEATURES

 No CMS
 Add-ons needed to get features built in to other platforms

TECHNICAL KNOWLEDGE NEEDED?

High

ANALYTICS CAPABILITIES

None built in

IDEAL COMMUNITY SIZE?

Medium to large due to technical skill needed to set it up

EXAMPLES

Big Footy, DIS Boards, IGN

Testimonials
Joseph Cervantes
Community @ Rehabs.com
“Our community required a great deal of front-end customization and XenForo made this possible without sacrificing the
integrity or security of the platform. Setting up and managing our forums was simple, but this simplicity does not reduce the
powerful backend capabilities in this platform. The reporting and backend functionality is incredibly strong and managing
users is very straightforward. As with any forums, spam is always an issue. We effectively used both StopForumSpam and
Akismet integrations, which were easy to configure, and these controls have dramatically reduced our forum spam and
abuse. The messaging feature and activity feed allow you to fully customize XenForo into a true social experience akin
to Facebook. The thing our users probably like most about XenForo is its ability to create a clean, more progressive user
experience than some of the older, more archaic bulletin board platforms. I would highly recommend XenForo to host your
forums, although you’ll definitely benefit from having a developer who has strong PHP and CSS skills.”
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Engagement > Internal > Convo

Convo
www.convo.com

PREDOMINANT USE CASE
An app for threaded, in-context work discussions

Feature Overview
COST

Several options, starting at free, scaling to $9/user per month, custom
pricing for larger organizations

SETUP TIME

Very quick

KEY FEATURES

MISSING FEATURES

 1:1 messaging

 Public and private group

 Mobile ready

 700+ integrations

 Group calendars
 Database of users

TECHNICAL KNOWLEDGE NEEDED?

Very little needed

ANALYTICS CAPABILITIES

Not built in, but can be integrated with other analytic tools

IDEAL COMMUNITY SIZE?

Small to large

EXAMPLES

Sixpoint, TechCrunch, The Next Web
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Engagement > Internal > Honey

Honey
www.honey.is

PREDOMINANT USE CASE
Cloud-hosted social intranet solution

Feature Overview
COST

Begins at $4 per user, with different packages available for larger
companies

SETUP TIME

Minutes

KEY FEATURES

MISSING FEATURES

 Unlimited total storage

 Custom branding

 Integration with Dropbox,
Google Drive, box file, and
LinkedIn

 Email notifications (new since
last year)

 No editable wikis
 No chat

TECHNICAL KNOWLEDGE NEEDED?

Low

ANALYTICS CAPABILITIES

Very basic analytics

IDEAL COMMUNITY SIZE?

Small to medium, but they have made a concerted effort to target larger
companies in the last year

EXAMPLES

Sesame Street, Lowes, Prezi
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Engagement > Internal > Igloo

Igloo
www.igloosoftware.com

PREDOMINANT USE CASE
Modern intranet solution that connects the people, processes, information, and apps

Feature Overview

COST

$12 per user/month for small teams, $6 per user/month for large teams,
and custom pricing for non-profits, academic institutions, extranets, and
Fortune 1000 companies.

SETUP TIME

30 minutes to an hour

KEY FEATURES

 Multiple built in apps including calendar, wiki, forums, filesharing, and
more
 Mobile responsive
 Share with customers and vendors outside the company

MISSING FEATURES

 No real time chat functionality but possible to build that in with REST
API

TECHNICAL KNOWLEDGE NEEDED?

Low

ANALYTICS CAPABILITIES

Integrates with google analytics, but nothing beyond that

IDEAL COMMUNITY SIZE?

Small to large organizations

EXAMPLES

UserTesting, Hulu, NII Holdings
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Engagement > Internal > Slack

Slack
www.slack.com

PREDOMINANT USE CASE
Real-time team communication software

Feature Overview
COST

Free up to 1,000 users, others packages per user available for larger
organizations and more functions

SETUP TIME

Minutes

KEY FEATURES

 Channels for separate
communication

 Advanced search
 Private messaging

 Drag and drop file sharing
 One sign in for all slack teams
MISSING FEATURES

 Threaded messages
 Searchable hashtags

TECHNICAL KNOWLEDGE NEEDED?

Low

ANALYTICS CAPABILITIES

Apps available for different analytics, automated weekly email reports on
group usage and activity

IDEAL COMMUNITY SIZE?

Small to medium

EXAMPLES

Workfrom, Startup, Launch
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Engagement > Internal > Socialcast by VM Ware

Socialcast by VM Ware
www.socialcast.com

PREDOMINANT USE CASE
Real-time messaging and work collaboration software with Slack-like interface

Feature Overview
COST

Hosted SaaS $2.58/user/month, self-hosted $7.58/user/month, discounts
for larger organizations

SETUP TIME

Hours (if already using VM Ware; otherwise weeks to months)

KEY FEATURES

 File sharing

 gGoups

 Chat

 Town halls

 Notifications

 REST API

 Mobile

MISSING FEATURES

 Custom branding

 News feed

 Payment processing

 Blogs

 Event management
TECHNICAL KNOWLEDGE NEEDED?

Medium

ANALYTICS CAPABILITIES

Key contributors, activity, engagement and more in reporting

IDEAL COMMUNITY SIZE?

Small to large

EXAMPLES

3M, Humana, DirecTV
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Engagement > Internal > Workplace by Facebook

Workplace by Facebook
workplace.fb.com

PREDOMINANT USE CASE
Facebook Groups for organizations

Feature Overview
COST

$3/user for first 1,000 users, $2/user for the next 9,000 users, and $1/user
after that - free for non-profits and educational organizations

SETUP TIME

Application required, but fairly quick after that
 Groups

KEY FEATURES

 Chat
 File and photo sharing
 Private events

MISSING FEATURES

 Project management
 Threaded conversations

TECHNICAL KNOWLEDGE NEEDED?

Low

ANALYTICS CAPABILITIES

Minimal

IDEAL COMMUNITY SIZE?

Medium to large

EXAMPLES

Booking.com, Danone, Made.com
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Engagement > Internal > Yammer

Yammer
www.yammer.com

PREDOMINANT USE CASE
Internal communication platform, owned by Microsoft

Feature Overview
COST

Starts at $5/month per user and scales depending on feature set

SETUP TIME

Hours

KEY FEATURES

MISSING FEATURES

 Groups

 Inbox and notifications

 External collaboration

 Discovery feed

 Search

 Integrates with Office

 Not customizable
 No forums

TECHNICAL KNOWLEDGE NEEDED?

Low

ANALYTICS CAPABILITIES

Aggregated user behavior (total number of messages sent, etc.) with
reports and downloadable data

IDEAL COMMUNITY SIZE?

Small to large

EXAMPLES
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ENGAGEMENT >
OFFLINE
Massive Platform
Meetup
Splash

SUPPORT/SUCCESS

PRODUCT

ACQUISITION
& ADVOCACY

CONTENT

Q&A

Networks

Small Groups

ENGAGEMENT

Associations

Forums

Internal

Offline
Offline

Nonprofits &
Movements

Social Website

ENTERPRISE
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Engagement > Offline > Massive Platform

Massive Platform

Massive Platform

www.massiveplatform.com

PREDOMINANT USE CASE
Open-source community and event platform

Feature Overview
COST

Free

SETUP TIME

Takes some time, exact amount depends on technical abilities

KEY FEATURES

 Detailed membership profiles
for individuals and companies

 Detailed chapter structures

 Comprehensive event
management

 Notifications

 Member messaging

 Advanced search
MISSING FEATURES

 Ability to post content
 Sign in with LinkedIn and Facebook

TECHNICAL KNOWLEDGE NEEDED?

Knowledge of Drupal and open source software required

ANALYTICS CAPABILITIES

Google analytics

IDEAL COMMUNITY SIZE?

Small to large

EXAMPLES
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Engagement > Offline > Meetup

Meetup
www.meetup.com

PREDOMINANT USE CASE
Organize events in your area, or distribute brand events through Meetup Pro

Feature Overview
COST

Basic Plan (3 Organizers and 50 members) starts at $9.99/month.
Unlimited starts at $14.99/month.

SETUP TIME

10 minutes

KEY FEATURES

 Fully updated mobile app

 Discussion boards

 Great discoverability

 In-app member messaging

 Attendee visibility

 Enterprise version for
organizations to form local
chapters and usergroups called
Meetup Pro

 Ticket sales
 Membership Dues
 Photos
 Sponsors

MISSING FEATURES

 Online engagement features are lacking

TECHNICAL KNOWLEDGE NEEDED?

Low

ANALYTICS CAPABILITIES

Individual group profile stats track member activity (joins and attendance),
compatible with Google Analytics

IDEAL COMMUNITY SIZE?

Any

EXAMPLES

NYTech Meetup, Seattle Community Managers Meetup, Google
Developer Groups Meetups
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Engagement > Offline > Splash

Splash
www.splashthat.com

PREDOMINANT USE CASE
Splash is a comprehensive event marketing platform that provides brands with all the
tools they need to build and grow an engaged community, including user groups.

Feature Overview
COST

Dependent on size of community and scope of client’s configuration and
reporting needs (from free to enterprise-level pricing)

SETUP TIME

Dependent on size of community and scope of client’s configuration and
reporting needs (Minutes to weeks)
 Highly customizable

KEY FEATURES

 Fully white labeled pages
 Advanced CMS
 Automated email capabilities

MISSING FEATURES

 Analytics and reporting
dashboards
 Flexible, role-based user
permissions

 In-app messaging

TECHNICAL KNOWLEDGE NEEDED?

Low

ANALYTICS CAPABILITIES

User engagement metrics, User activity leaderboards, Email analytics,
Custom analytics available

IDEAL COMMUNITY SIZE?

Splash can support communities of any size, whether it’s 10 or 10,000

EXAMPLES

Salesforce, Atlassian, Uber
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ENGAGEMENT >
NONPROFITS
& MOVEMENTS

SUPPORT/SUCCESS

PRODUCT

ACQUISITION
& ADVOCACY

CONTENT

Small world community by Personify
Q&A

Networks

Small Groups

ENGAGEMENT

Associations

Forums

Internal

Offline

Nonprofits
Nonprofits &&
Movements
Movements

Social Website

ENTERPRISE
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Engagement > Nonprofits & Movements > Small world community by Personify

Small world community by Personify
www.personifycorp.com/small-world-community

PREDOMINANT USE CASE
Modular, enterprise level community platform

Feature Overview

COST

Sold in three packages depending on features requested. According
to inside sources, between $15,000-30,000 for license and another
$30,000-$100,000 for implementation, but you must work with them
individually to get a quote.

SETUP TIME

Days to weeks

KEY FEATURES

 Personalization

 Recommendations

 Engagement hub

 Badges and gamification

 Group collaboration and
knowledge sharing

 Drag and drop CMS

 Automated engagement

 Polls and surveys

 Leaderboards

 Widgets to plug into existing
website

 Job listings
MISSING FEATURES

 Events module

 New features constantly released so keeping up with them can be
cumbersome

TECHNICAL KNOWLEDGE NEEDED?

Low

ANALYTICS CAPABILITIES

Custom analytics and reporting, exportable, integrates with other
analytics tools

IDEAL COMMUNITY SIZE?

Small to large

EXAMPLES

Relay for Life, Blackbaud
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ENGAGEMENT >
SOCIAL WEBSITE

SUPPORT/SUCCESS

PRODUCT

ACQUISITION
& ADVOCACY

Social Engine
CONTENT

social go
Q&A

Networks

Small Groups

ENGAGEMENT

Associations

Forums

Internal

Offline

Nonprofits &
Movements

Social
Social Website
Website
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Engagement > Social Website > Social Engine

Social Engine
www.socialengine.com

PREDOMINANT USE CASE
Building social interaction into existing websites

Feature Overview
COST

$29/month for cloud-based, $299 one-time fee for self hosted.

SETUP TIME

Hours to days

KEY FEATURES

MISSING FEATURES

 Member profiles

 Flexible networking structures

 Activity feed

 Billing

 Private messaging

 Advertising

 White label CMS

 Search

 CRM
 Limited templates

TECHNICAL KNOWLEDGE NEEDED?

Low if using templates, medium if using HTML and CSS for cloud hosted,
higher for self hosting with PHP configurations

ANALYTICS CAPABILITIES

None included, can integrate with Google Analytics

IDEAL COMMUNITY SIZE?

Small to large

EXAMPLES

TechCrunch, Fast Company, Mashable
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Engagement > Social Website > social go

social go
www.socialgo.com

PREDOMINANT USE CASE
Personalized social network or website

Feature Overview
COST

Starts at $9.99 / month scales up to $99 / month. Additional costs for
additional services including custom built sites.

SETUP TIME

A few minutes to get up and running, a few months to customize

KEY FEATURES

MISSING FEATURES

 Blogs

 Groups

 Forums

 Media display

 Members

 Drag and drop site builder

 Newsletter capabilities
 CRM

TECHNICAL KNOWLEDGE NEEDED?

Low

ANALYTICS CAPABILITIES

None, can integrate with Google Analytics

IDEAL COMMUNITY SIZE?

Larger, more established communities

EXAMPLES

Milk Crate Music, Tattersalls Hotel, XBox Live Gamerhub
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ENTERPRISE
AnswerHub by DZone Software
Drupal
Evoq

SUPPORT/SUCCESS

PRODUCT

ACQUISITION
& ADVOCACY

CONTENT

Fuel Cycle
Higher Logic
Hoop.la Community
inSided

Q&A

Networks

Small Groups

JiveX
ENGAGEMENT

Lithium
NationBuilder
Pluck

Associations

Forums

Salesforce Community Cloud
Internal

SoG Community Platform
Telescope

Offline

Telligent

Nonprofits &
Movements

Vanilla Forums
Social Website

Vision Critical
￼￼￼￼￼￼￼￼￼
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Enterprise > AnswerHub by DZone Software

AnswerHub by DZone Software
www.dzonesoftware.com

PREDOMINANT USE CASE
Activates and builds online developer communities to share knowledge, drive engagement,
and improve productivity.

Feature Overview
COST

Scales based on your organization, but starts at $500/month

SETUP TIME

A few days for basic functionality. Customized communities could take
longer depending on scope of customizations.

KEY FEATURES

 Email integration

 Plugins

 Advanced search

 Multilingual

 WYSIWYG text editor

 Multiple content types including
questions, answers, articles
and ideas

 Upvoting
 Gamification
 Advanced moderation
 Role-based permissions

 Customizable look and feel
with REST API and SDK

 REST API
MISSING FEATURES

 Detailed reporting
 Some aspects of the dashboard can be overwhelming or confusing

TECHNICAL KNOWLEDGE NEEDED?

Some technical skill needed

ANALYTICS CAPABILITIES

Analytics on traffic and visitor information, user engagements,
and content

IDEAL COMMUNITY SIZE?

Medium to large

EXAMPLES

Microsoft, Pixar, eBay
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Enterprise > AnswerHub by DZone Software

AnswerHub
www.dzonesoftware.com

Sylwia Ganiec
Knowledge Consultant, SAP Hybris (2016)
“It’s not enough to answer questions; we wanted a community that recognized users for their quality contributions and
encouraged them to actively participate. With AnswerHub, users earn points, badges, and expert reputation for useful
participation while providing relevant answers to the community’s questions. You can also share your ideas to ensure that
good ideas aren’t overlooked. AnswerHub allows you to share knowledge among employees, partners and customers and
is a great solution for reducing barriers between people, departments and companies.”

Leia Boone
Developer Advocate, Amazon Appstore (2017)
“DZone has really welcomed me onto the its platform and provided excellent customer care to learn about features I can
leverage as a Community Success Manager. I am most excited about the AnswerHub Customer Success portal where
I can post questions as a user and search for answers from other partners. I always find thorough documentation to
support the replies and I learn a lot about new features.”
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Enterprise > Drupal

Drupal
www.drupal.org

PREDOMINANT USE CASE
Open source content management system

Feature Overview
Free if self-hosted.
COST

SaaS and add-on pricing depends on third-party providers.
SETUP TIME

From hours to weeks depending on complexity
 Unlimited flexibility

KEY FEATURES

 A marketplace of add-ons and
services

 Massive community and
ecosystem
 Open source

 Steep learning curve
MISSING FEATURES

 Versions and features may differ between service and hosting
providers

TECHNICAL KNOWLEDGE NEEDED?

Required

ANALYTICS CAPABILITIES

Built-in page view counter, lots of third-party integrations

IDEAL COMMUNITY SIZE?

Any

EXAMPLES

Fastly, The Weather Channel, Drupal.org
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Enterprise > Evoq

Evoq
www.dnnsoftware.com/products/evoq-engage

PREDOMINANT USE CASE
Community management platform built into your website with multiple tools for targeted engagement

Feature Overview
COST

Prices starting at $20,000 per year (annual subscription)

SETUP TIME

Several hours to weeks, depending on whether you use DNN software
already

KEY FEATURES

 Event creation and attendance

 Gaming mechanics engine

 Event calendars

 Advocate marketing

 Member leaderboards

 Personalized content for each
visitor

 Member showcases
 Fully integrated
 Content Management System
(CMS)

MISSING FEATURES

 @ mentions
 Document collaboration

TECHNICAL KNOWLEDGE NEEDED?

Medium

ANALYTICS CAPABILITIES

Built in analytics for each page as well as site level

IDEAL COMMUNITY SIZE?

Medium to large

EXAMPLES

SportsDirect.com, Mars Petcare, Texas Hospital Association
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Enterprise > Fuel Cycle

Fuel Cycle
www.fuelcycle.com

PREDOMINANT USE CASE
Enterprise-grade online community platform that gives you insights and intelligence about customers

Feature Overview
COST

The team does not reveal pricing information to the public

SETUP TIME

A few weeks from talking with team to creating the full site to launch
 Multilanguage translation
 Advanced moderation but
easy to DIY

KEY FEATURES

 Social media integration
 Responsive design

 Recruit and qualify new
community members from
your Facebook fan page(s) and
engage members where they
already interact with your brand
(organic engagement)

 In-browser and in-app
notifications for new content
MISSING FEATURES

 No transparent pricing

TECHNICAL KNOWLEDGE NEEDED?

Moderate amount

ANALYTICS CAPABILITIES

Detailed analytics available

IDEAL COMMUNITY SIZE?

Large

EXAMPLES

Elle, Hertz, Hulu
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Enterprise > Higher Logic

Higher Logic
www.higherlogic.com

PREDOMINANT USE CASE
Association management software

Feature Overview
COST

Starts at $800/month. Annual SaaS contract.

SETUP TIME

Community-enriched websites with unique domains can be set up in
under 30 minutes. Additional time required for CRM integration, custom
design, user permission configuration, automated workflow. Setup costs
are included as part of software contract.

KEY FEATURES

 Pre-built integrations with
leading CRMs

 Full CMS for content and design
flexibility

 Automated workflows

 Customizable user/content/site
permissions

 Natively responsive / mobile
friendly
 Core community read/post
activity within email
 Native gamification and
customer advocacy

 Activity data write back to CRM
or data analytics tool
 Modules for volunteer, event,
mentoring and more

Developers are currently working hard on the following:
 Posting and subscribing to content by tags
MISSING FEATURES

 Enhanced dashboards
 Community Admin Tools
 Enhancements to CMS Admin screens

TECHNICAL KNOWLEDGE NEEDED?

Products are designed to be run without any technical knowledge, but
multiple opportunities exist for HTML/CSS/JS/API coders to add value

ANALYTICS CAPABILITIES

Over 60 types of reports. Community data can be synced with CRM,
marketing automation or any database of record. Google Analytics and
Tag Manager are commonly utilized.

IDEAL COMMUNITY SIZE?

Subgroups of a few dozen users to thousands of users are very successful.

EXAMPLES

Microsoft Dynamics CRM User Group, CXPA, University of Florida Alumni
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Enterprise > Higher Logic

Higher Logic
www.higherlogic.com

Testimonials
Matt Bruffey
Director of Customer Care at ProTech
“Higher Logic played a huge role in the implementation, and everyone who helped us was first-rate. They also shared best
practices for how to market a new community to drive user adoption and participation, including sample welcome letters
we could send to new members and how-to documentation that users could download. I also joined the Higher Logic
online user community (known as HUG) and was able to access their entire library of resources and ask other Higher
Logic users for advice — which is exactly the capabilities I wanted to provide for our community. The whole process could
not have been smoother.”

Luke Zimmer
Manager, Sections and Member Engagement at American Staffing Association
“We originally engaged with Higher Logic to host discussion and networking opportunities for our industry sections. As
their platform has expanded to include volunteer, event, and mentor management options, we’ve taken the opportunity
to streamline our operations using Higher Logic tools. Now we can send invitations for volunteer opportunities based
on information in member profiles and easily track and review volunteer applications, all while automatically updating
member profiles with their volunteer history. Also, HL has a very robust user community of its own, which might be its
most valuable asset. Responses from users are prompt, and if there’s something that a user doesn’t know, the HL staff
almost always jump in with a solution.”
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Enterprise > Hoop.la Community

Hoop.la Community
www.hoop.la

PREDOMINANT USE CASE
Platform to engage with fans, customers, partners, and internal teams

Feature Overview
Essential Plan: $2,599/mo w/ $7500 setup fee
COST

Enterprise Plan: $4,750/mo w/ $15,750 setup fee
SETUP TIME

Days to weeks
 Multi-author blogging and
collections

 Surveys

 Advanced reporting
(community health report)

 File upload (photos, video,
audio, files)

 Automated admin actions
(create Recipes)
 Premium memberships

 Single sign-on & Social login via
Facebook, Foursquare, Google,
Pinterest, LinkedIn, Twitter, or
YouTube

 Chat events and chatrooms

 Robust member profiles

 Email and system alert
notifications

 Member tagging (@mentions)

 Groups (public, private, &
hidden)

 Member leaderboard

 Custom themes and design,
Custom CSS

 APIs

 Forums
KEY FEATURES

 Custom pages

 Private messages
 Database & form creation

 Calendar events
 Automated mentor matching
MISSING FEATURES

 Video webinars
 Member-to-member instant messaging

TECHNICAL KNOWLEDGE NEEDED?

Low to medium (no coding required to set up)

ANALYTICS CAPABILITIES

Google Analytics integration, plus downloadable advanced reports
including content and member leaderboards, community health report,
and member activity.

IDEAL COMMUNITY SIZE?

Medium to large

EXAMPLES

AcesConnection, CyberCompEx, Kids with Food Allergies
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Enterprise > Hoop.la Community

Hoop.la Community
www.hoop.la

Testimonials
Jane Stevens
Founder and Publisher at ACEs Connection Network
“The transition [from Ning to Hoop.la] went SO smoothly. Great wonderful kudos to the Hoop.la team, who answered all
of our questions promptly, guided us through, and were very patient with our (continuing) learning curve. Our community
is SO much happier on the Hoop.la platform. The more I use it, the more grateful I am that we made the move.”

Lynda Mitchell
Founder of Kids with Food Allergies
“Hoop.la... offers what we need to allow our community to grow. Our community, like most, are now expecting a mobilefriendly experience with social networking features like blogs, photo sharing and video sharing. Hoop.la offers all of that,
and more. The folks at Social Strata are always working to improve the platform and are regularly rolling out new features
that enhance the user experience and allow us to better manage the community.”
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Enterprise > inSided

inSided
www.insided.com

PREDOMINANT USE CASE
Cloud-based social business platform that integrates with a variety of business functions

Feature Overview
COST

Annual software license costs between 70-100,000 euros.

SETUP TIME

1-2 months
 Forums

KEY FEATURES

 News & Blogs

 Custom Branding and
Personalization

 Research & Co-creation

 Advanced REST API

 Ideation

 Advanced SEO Optimization

 Product Q&A

 Single Sign On/Social Sign In

 Reward Management
(gamification)

 CRM integration

 Mobile Delivery (responsive
design & mobile apps)

 Advanced community
management and moderation
workflow

 Facebook Integration

 Advanced analytics

Currently being built:
 Out of the box integrations with CRM and social media management
tools via native add-ons and plugins (ongoing).
 Do-it-yourself template modifications for customers and third parties,
e.g. add/change widgets, create new pages, use external datasets, etc.
with versioning (in pilot).

MISSING FEATURES

 Unified platform built up from integrated modules supporting fully flexible
use of all content types in dedicated thematic pages (in development).
TECHNICAL KNOWLEDGE NEEDED?

Low
inSided offers four types of community analytics:
•

ANALYTICS CAPABILITIES

•
•
•

Analytics tooling in the backend environment, including post field
analysis (metadata), visual analytics and CSV exports of all relevant
community data.
Periodic reports on community health by inSided consultants.
Integration with analytics tooling like Google Analytics, Adobe
Omniture and/or tag managers.
Use of REST API for more advanced analytics integrated in existing
company tooling.

IDEAL COMMUNITY SIZE?

Large

EXAMPLES

TomTom (English, German, French), SONOS (English, German), KPN (Dutch)
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Enterprise > inSided

inSided
www.insided.com

Testimonials
Marijn Pannekoek
Team Lead Online Marketing at Eneco
“We compared a number of providers, but it quickly became apparent that inSided was our best option. There are many
advantages to a SaaS platform that is constantly in development. Secondly, we connected well with the people from
inSided. It is a no-nonsense company that knows what it’s doing. The implementation of the community went fast.
Offering a number of workshops and a predeﬁned format, inSided walked us through it. This routine gave us a solid grasp
on the process. Our main challenge was how to turn it into a serious platform that is supported by the organization.”

Clive Millington
COO Consumer Division @ TomTom
“As COO of TomTom I am really satisﬁed with the cooperation with inSided. Their excellent development team and
project manager delivered on time, before our deadline. Agile processes combined with a professional attitude resulted
in a smooth migration. inSided will help us to provide the highest levels of social support in 3 languages across multiple
channels and ensure we hit our targets for our most important KPI - customer satisfaction.”
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Enterprise > JiveX

JiveX
www.jivesoftware.com/products/jive-x/

PREDOMINANT USE CASE
Customer, brand and partner community platform

Feature Overview

COST

Several inside sources share that prices vary anywhere from $50,000$100,000 out of box (for cloud—onsite implementation will cost you
much more but will be totally customized), but subscription model starts
in blocks around $12/user/month. Jive charges based on pageviews and
charges for those in blocks. Implementation will cost another $10,000$15,000, depending on community size

SETUP TIME

Weeks to months, depending on levels of customization desired

KEY FEATURES

 Integrated gamification
elements

 CRM & Marketing automation

 reward store for giving
incentives to top contributors

 Facebook and Twitter integration

 built-in SEO
 device optimization

 Limited inter-team communication in the backend

MISSING FEATURES

 Feedback collection

TECHNICAL KNOWLEDGE NEEDED?

Medium to high depending on self hosting and customization

ANALYTICS CAPABILITIES

Complex analytics built in

IDEAL COMMUNITY SIZE?

Large

EXAMPLES

T-Mobile, Penn Foster, Thwack

Testimonials
John Mitchell Director
Former Manager, Collaboration and Engagement at Starwood
“I built the business case and launched a JiveX instance for a global hotel company with an audience of ~250,000. We
started small and built from there. I can specifically point to two very different, but equally successful use cases that really
helped adoption: First, geographically disperse hotel teams – sometimes even very different brands – began to connect and
share best practices. Among the many benefits of this were: more engaged and invested associates, stronger relationships
across the company, and operational efficiencies. Second, corporate users were able to easily collaborate on MS Office
documents using the Jive add-ins. This was a big win and a huge seller. Once people saw what was possible – no more
email attachments, multiple live collaborators, simple commenting, seamless version control, and more – it was a lock.
The only drawbacks I can recall were that the gamification and reporting could have been better. I’ve left that company
and work at a place that has no social intranet. t’s really challenging to take that step backwards once you been there.”
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Enterprise > Lithium

Lithium
www.lithium.com

PREDOMINANT USE CASE
Complete social collaboration platform

Feature Overview
COST

6-7 figures (price depends on developer resources, customizations,
pageviews, etc.)

SETUP TIME

Months

KEY FEATURES

MISSING FEATURES

 Gamification

 Q&A

 Knowledge base

 Blogs

 Contests

 Ratings & Reviews

 No sentiment analysis on the forums (but does have sentiment
analysis on social tools)

TECHNICAL KNOWLEDGE NEEDED?

Low (with help from Lithium team to implement)

ANALYTICS CAPABILITIES

Survey capabilities, quantity “success rates” for support, Lithium Social
Intelligence (LSI) analytics

IDEAL COMMUNITY SIZE?

Large

EXAMPLES

Best Buy, GiffGaff, Magento

Testimonials
Sherrie Rhode
Community Manager at Magento
“I’m currently using Lithium for a high-tech B2B community in the open-source realm. Two years after re-platforming our
forums, we’ve surpassed 200,000 members and have exceeded industry averages month over month for conversion of new
visitors to members, returning members and accepted solutions. Some of the key things that make this platform a great fit
for us, besides being SaaS, are: the ability to use single sign-on with our pre-existing website accounts, strong spam controls,
an API that allows us to award members roles and badges for external elements like product certifications, and customizable
reporting. The only disadvantage I’ve witnessed with Lithium is that you will need to have a large budget as it is definitely
priced for enterprise companies.
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Enterprise > NationBuilder

NationBuilder
www.nationbuilder.com

PREDOMINANT USE CASE
Software for leaders and political figures

Feature Overview
COST

Starts at $19/month scales to $5,000+/month depending on database
size, features and support options

SETUP TIME

A few hours for basic functionality, can takes weeks to customize website
portion if you hire an architect for design.
 CRM

KEY FEATURES

 CMS

 Automatic social media
activity syncing

 Newsletter functionality
MISSING FEATURES

 Forum capability
 Email sequence

TECHNICAL KNOWLEDGE NEEDED?

Low for basic functions, CSS and HTML needed to customize appearance
beyond templates

ANALYTICS CAPABILITIES

Comprehensive reports of past actions, but no consumer behavior from
other sources, or prediction of future behavior (e.g. most likely to buy/
donate), and no graphs or visual analytics

IDEAL COMMUNITY SIZE?

Hundreds to millions

EXAMPLES

Oaktree, Preemptive Love, Australian Labor Party
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Enterprise > Pluck

Pluck
www.pluck.com

PREDOMINANT USE CASE
Out-of-the-box applications to increase engagement and community

Feature Overview
COST

$399 / month

SETUP TIME

Weeks to months

KEY FEATURES

 Ratings and reviews

 Galleries

 Forums

 Comments

 Groups

 Localization

 Gamification
MISSING FEATURES

 Newsletter capabilities
 CRM

TECHNICAL KNOWLEDGE NEEDED?

Medium

ANALYTICS CAPABILITIES

Built-in analytics

IDEAL COMMUNITY SIZE?

Mid to large

EXAMPLES

Whole Foods, Illy, Redbox
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Enterprise > Salesforce Community Cloud

Salesforce Community Cloud
www.salesforce.com/products/community-cloud

PREDOMINANT USE CASE
Cloud-based enterprise community platform that enables employees,
partners and customers to connect at a single location

Feature Overview
COST

Starting around $250/month + Full Salesforce Licenses

SETUP TIME

Varies - Existing Salesforce Org: 1 Week - 3 Months, No Existing Salesforce
Org: 1 Month - 6 Months
Setup time can be reduced by contracting one of the many Salesforce
partners to assist with implementation. Bolt Solutions available to get a
Community up within days.

KEY FEATURES

 Community/Content
Management Tools

 Social Media Management

 Content Moderation

 Knowledge Base Management

 Discussion/Forums

 Profile Based Security/Visibility

 Topic Management

 Open API

 Event Management

 Drag & Drop Customization

 Fundraising Management

 Fully Customizable Platform (No
Code - High Code)

 Group Management
 Ideation/Crowdsourcing
 Member Database

 Case/Question Management

 Customizable Point-Click
Automation

 Membership Management
MISSING FEATURES

TECHNICAL KNOWLEDGE NEEDED?

 Inability to set up on your own; requires a Salesforce Administrator
Medium - Requires knowledge or learning of basic Salesforce
administration. Free training available on Trailhead site, documentation/
instruction available online as well.
(Optional: To create fully customized templates or lightning components requires
knowledge of Aura, Javascript, HTML, CSS, APEX, SOQL, and/or other web
development/programming tools)

ANALYTICS CAPABILITIES

Full built-in reporting through Salesforce platform, plus built-in
compatibility with Google Analytics.

IDEAL COMMUNITY SIZE?

50+

EXAMPLES

Open Table, Angie’s List, Virgin America
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Enterprise > Salesforce Community Cloud

Salesforce Community Cloud
www.salesforce.com/products/community-cloud

Testimonials
John Eichsteadt
Applications Manager at PREM Group (2016)
“The Salesforce Community Cloud is an incredible tool for knowledge centered support. When we launched our first
Community, we saw a 30% reduction in cases from that customer segment. Users and partners can be given access to
your knowledge base, can review and manage their cases, and can collaborate with others. If the customer can’t find what
they need in the discussion groups or your knowledge base, they can quickly get help from your agents. With live message
support, video S.O.S. support, and social media support, you can help your customers in the way that suits them. The best
part is that it¿s all part or your Salesforce platform. With a 360 degree view of each customer, your support agents can easily
access any information they need to resolve each issue.”

Richard Saunders
Community Manager at CenturyLink
“Pros: Easy to build and launch community templates. Extremely responsive customer service and support. Ability to integrate
community function with entire SF ecosystem.
Cons: May be more difficult to deploy for non-Salesforce customers but still possible. Product is evolving, being updated
rapidly and frequently so you have to keep up with new functionality as it is added. I have deployed SF community platform
in a B2B setting and am happy to have our community function integrated with our existing CRM system of record. This
allows me to utilize existing admin and dev. resources for configuration and customization. Overall a solid choice and the
company has been incredibly responsive to our needs throughout the process.”
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Enterprise > Standing on Giants

Standing on Giants
www.standingongiants.com

PREDOMINANT USE CASE
Branded customer community engagement platform

Feature Overview
COST

Depends on the size of the community and the features required. It can
go from ten of thousands to hundreds of thousands of dollars.

SETUP TIME

Delivery 8-12 weeks (depending on customization)
 User-friendly interface (front
to back)
 Fully customizable

KEY FEATURES

 Wide data integration options
 Fully compliant with all major
security standards

MISSING FEATURES

 Effective user management
(e.g. strategic and customizable
User Groups, all user features
permission-based)
 Well-defined gamification
elements
 Mobile version

 REST-API
 Call center integration

TECHNICAL KNOWLEDGE NEEDED?

Medium

ANALYTICS CAPABILITIES

Google Analytics tie-in, back-end health dashboards

IDEAL COMMUNITY SIZE?

Medium to Large

EXAMPLES

Forum Vivo, Movistar (both in Spanish)
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Enterprise > Telescope

Telescope
www.telescopeapp.org

PREDOMINANT USE CASE
Free, open-source platform for building a social app

Feature Overview
COST

Free

SETUP TIME

Days to weeks depending on technical knowledge and what you’re building

KEY FEATURES

MISSING FEATURES

 Extensible components

 Auto-generated forms

 Custom fields

 Social logins

 Callback hooks

 Built in emails

 Internationalized

 Filters

 Cannot run without technical knowledge

TECHNICAL KNOWLEDGE NEEDED?

Medium to high, requires knowledge of the Node and React ecosystems,
Git and command line.

ANALYTICS CAPABILITIES

Not built in

IDEAL COMMUNITY SIZE?

Small to large

EXAMPLES

Crater.io, Citizen Lab, Screenings
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Enterprise > Telligent

Telligent
www.telligent.com

PREDOMINANT USE CASE
Suite of tools for creating communities (primarily aimed at marketing and customer support communities)

Feature Overview
COST

Pay by pageview (in the range of $40,000+)

SETUP TIME

Days to months depending on version and level of customization

KEY FEATURES

 Activity streams

 Calendars

 Discussion forums

 Files and media gallery

 Q&A forums

 Chat functions

 Blogs

 Leaderboards

 Ideation

 Gamification

 Eikis
MISSING FEATURES

 CRM

TECHNICAL KNOWLEDGE NEEDED?

Some tech knowledge needed

ANALYTICS CAPABILITIES

User behavior, user reputation and content quality scoring built in

IDEAL COMMUNITY SIZE?

Small to large

EXAMPLES

Cadbury, Children’s Hospital Association, We Are Social
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Enterprise > Vanilla Forums

Vanilla Forums
www.vanillaforums.com/en/software/

PREDOMINANT USE CASE
Open-source forum software that is fully extensible

Feature Overview
COST

Starts at $299 a month

SETUP TIME

5 minutes

KEY FEATURES

 Customizable Themes to your
brand

 Mobile friendly theme

 Single Sign on to connect to
your existing system.

 Connectors to Salesforce,
Zendesk, Github, WordPress and
more.

 Q &A as well Ideation
Community

MISSING FEATURES

 API for deeper integration

 Gamification and reputation
system

 Blogs
 Real Time Chat

TECHNICAL KNOWLEDGE NEEDED?

Low to get started and user, medium to create more custom themes,
high for single sign on (SSO)

ANALYTICS CAPABILITIES

They have a new custom analytics platform that allows for a deep dive on
categories and member behavior

IDEAL COMMUNITY SIZE?

Any

EXAMPLES

EA, Oculus, Hootsuite
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Enterprise > Vanilla Forums

Vanilla Forums
www.vanillaforums.com/en/software/

Testimonials
Walker Ferguson
Lead Field Tester at Patagonia
“The hassle with email is having to store, archive and remember to share with all appropriate parties. […] The community
eliminates the need to keep an email trail of tester feedback.”

Gabrielle Maheux
Social Channel Lead at Hootsuite
“As of April 2016, we’ve seen an incredible increase of 53X in active community users compared to when we came onboard
in June of 2015. Our customers find the community to be easy to use and are able to ask and find answers to their questions
quickly.One unexpected benefit is that 90% of new visits to our support community comes from Google organic search. By
my estimates, roughly 10-15% of all questions asked are answered by other Hootsuite users and ambassadors.”
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Enterprise > Vision Critical

Vision Critical
www.visioncritical.com

PREDOMINANT USE CASE
Customer and internal community insight-gathering software that ties organization together

Feature Overview
COST

Pricing runs by sizes: Sold in extra small (Up to 1,000 members), small
(5,000 members), medium (15,000 members), and large (15,000+) annual
contracts. Runs in the same range as others in the enterprise category.

SETUP TIME

2 weeks from contract to implementation

KEY FEATURES

 API capabilities to tie into call
centers, NPS, Salesforce, etc.

 Drag and drop design

 Relationship memory – connects
what you already know about
customers with info you collect
from the community

 Segmentation

 Progressive profiling
 Unlimited polling and research

 Options for bringing on a team
of strategic consultants to
administer the platform on your
company’s behalf
MISSING FEATURES

None provided at this time

TECHNICAL KNOWLEDGE NEEDED?

Low (their team assists with all technical aspects of implementation and
ongoing management)

ANALYTICS CAPABILITIES

Data visualization, real time engagement metrics, shareable reports

IDEAL COMMUNITY SIZE?

Medium (1,000) to large

EXAMPLES

Elizabeth Arden, Hyundai Motor America, Wolverine Worldwide

Testimonials
Chris Hufnagel
Senior Vice President, Strategy at Wolverine Worldwide
“Our insight communities have significantly enhanced our consumer centricity. They enable us to speak with our consumers
almost instantaneously and are a valued resource across our family of brands.”
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Appendix: Platform Feature Comparison Matrix
Ambassador

AnswerHub by
DZone Software

AppZocial

Bbpress

CMNTY Platform

Is your platform mobile-friendly?











Can communities on your platform
be made private so that non-members
cannot see community activity?











Can communities using your
platform be self-hosted?











Is your platform developer-friendly
(e.g. has an API)?











Does your platform have in-depth
backend analytics for CMs?











User engagement metrics







*



Customer sales/prospect information











User activity leaderboards











Support metrics











Product usage metrics











Marketing engagement metrics











What is the name of your platform?

Other

Emotion Analysis

* with additional plugins
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Appendix: Platform Feature Comparison Matrix
What is the name of your platform?

convo

Discourse

Drupal by Acquia

Evoq Engage

Facebook Groups

Is your platform mobile-friendly?











Can communities on your platform
be made private so that non-members
cannot see community activity?











Can communities using your
platform be self-hosted?











Is your platform developer-friendly
(e.g. has an API)?











Does your platform have in-depth
backend analytics for CMs?











User engagement metrics











Customer sales/prospect information











User activity leaderboards











Support metrics











Product usage metrics











Marketing engagement metrics











Other
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Appendix: Platform Feature Comparison Matrix

What is the name of your platform?

Forumbee

Fuel Cycle

GroupAhead

Higher Logic

Honey

Is your platform mobile-friendly?











Can communities on your platform
be made private so that non-members
cannot see community activity?











Can communities using your
platform be self-hosted?











Is your platform developer-friendly
(e.g. has an API)?











Does your platform have in-depth
backend analytics for CMs?











User engagement metrics











Customer sales/prospect information











User activity leaderboards











Support metrics











Product usage metrics











Marketing engagement metrics











Other
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Appendix: Platform Feature Comparison Matrix
Hoop.la

Igloo

Influitive’s
AdvocateHub

inSided Social
Business
Platform

Ip (invision
Power) Boards

Is your platform mobile-friendly?











Can communities on your platform
be made private so that non-members
cannot see community activity?











Can communities using your
platform be self-hosted?











Is your platform developer-friendly
(e.g. has an API)?











Does your platform have in-depth
backend analytics for CMs?











User engagement metrics











Customer sales/prospect information











User activity leaderboards











Support metrics











Product usage metrics











Marketing engagement metrics











What is the name of your platform?

Other

Metadata on post
level, e.g. sentiment,
department,
ssue type etc.
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Appendix: Platform Feature Comparison Matrix

What is the name of your platform?

JiveX

Lithium

Travel Massive

Meetup

Mighty Networks

Is your platform mobile-friendly?











Can communities on your platform
be made private so that non-members
cannot see community activity?











Can communities using your
platform be self-hosted?











Is your platform developer-friendly
(e.g. has an API)?











Does your platform have in-depth
backend analytics for CMs?











User engagement metrics











Customer sales/prospect information











User activity leaderboards











Support metrics











Product usage metrics











Marketing engagement metrics











Other

Benchmark
Performance Against
KPIs, Community
Health Index, Shared
Dashboards
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Appendix: Platform Feature Comparison Matrix

What is the name of your platform?

Minsh

Mobilize

Mybb

Nationbuilder

Nodebb

Is your platform mobile-friendly?





*





Can communities on your platform
be made private so that non-members
cannot see community activity?











Can communities using your
platform be self-hosted?











Is your platform developer-friendly
(e.g. has an API)?











Does your platform have in-depth
backend analytics for CMs?











User engagement metrics











Customer sales/prospect information











User activity leaderboards











Support metrics











Product usage metrics











Marketing engagement metrics











Other

* with additional plugins
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Appendix: Platform Feature Comparison Matrix

Pluck

QuestionPro

Rasa.io

Salesforce
Communities

Slack

Is your platform mobile-friendly?











Can communities on your platform
be made private so that non-members
cannot see community activity?





















Is your platform developer-friendly
(e.g. has an API)?











Does your platform have in-depth
backend analytics for CMs?











User engagement metrics











Customer sales/prospect information











User activity leaderboards











Support metrics











Product usage metrics











Marketing engagement metrics











What is the name of your platform?

Can communities using your
platform be self-hosted?

Other
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Appendix: Platform Feature Comparison Matrix
Small World
Community

socialcast

SocialEngine

socialgo

Splash

Is your platform mobile-friendly?











Can communities on your platform
be made private so that non-members
cannot see community activity?











Can communities using your
platform be self-hosted?











Is your platform developer-friendly
(e.g. has an API)?











Does your platform have in-depth
backend analytics for CMs?











User engagement metrics











Customer sales/prospect information











User activity leaderboards











Support metrics











Product usage metrics











Marketing engagement metrics











What is the name of your platform?

Other

email analytics
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Appendix: Platform Feature Comparison Matrix

Spot.im

SoG Community
Platform

Switchboard

Telescope.io

Telligent

Is your platform mobile-friendly?











Can communities on your platform
be made private so that non-members
cannot see community activity?











Can communities using your
platform be self-hosted?











Is your platform developer-friendly
(e.g. has an API)?











Does your platform have in-depth
backend analytics for CMs?











User engagement metrics











Customer sales/prospect information











User activity leaderboards











Support metrics











Product usage metrics











Marketing engagement metrics











What is the name of your platform?

Other
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Appendix: Platform Feature Comparison Matrix

Uservoice

Sprinklr
Community

Vanilla Forums

Vbulletin

Vision Critical

Is your platform mobile-friendly?











Can communities on your platform
be made private so that non-members
cannot see community activity?











Can communities using your
platform be self-hosted?











Is your platform developer-friendly
(e.g. has an API)?











Does your platform have in-depth
backend analytics for CMs?











User engagement metrics











Customer sales/prospect information











User activity leaderboards











Support metrics











Product usage metrics











Marketing engagement metrics











What is the name of your platform?

Other
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Appendix: Platform Feature Comparison Matrix
What is the name of your platform?

Workplace by Facebook

WPForo

Xenforo

Yammer

Is your platform mobile-friendly?









Can communities on your platform
be made private so that non-members
cannot see community activity?









Can communities using your
platform be self-hosted?









Is your platform developer-friendly
(e.g. has an API)?









Does your platform have in-depth
backend analytics for CMs?









User engagement metrics









Customer sales/prospect information









User activity leaderboards









Support metrics









Product usage metrics









Marketing engagement metrics









Other
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Appendix: Platform Feature Comparison Matrix
YourMembership.com

Zendesk
Communities

Is your platform mobile-friendly?





Can communities on your platform
be made private so that non-members
cannot see community activity?





Can communities using your
platform be self-hosted?





Is your platform developer-friendly
(e.g. has an API)?





Does your platform have in-depth
backend analytics for CMs?





User engagement metrics





Customer sales/prospect information





User activity leaderboards





Support metrics





Product usage metrics





Marketing engagement metrics





What is the name of your platform?

Other
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